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Simple and quick way for admin to change or lock HIS language only
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Description
As i work as admin i have to switch a LOT of time from language to language for a lot of very good reason;

• The help docs are mainly in english
• As this is the primary language it is easier to admin in english
• Code can be easily broken using a none-latin language or rtl (try to edit code with hebrew or arabic as main language) 😞
• I can build a TW without speaking the user language (non multilingual)
• and more...

Of course there are workaround but this is really time consuming.
Adding a in the small selector in the quickadmin (not available in all the theme is not enough).

There are case that you need that changing the language is changing the website language for user and not for admin, etc...

I really think that admin options like:
- Admin is always in "language selector"
  -> only to edit or add code
  
  - Editing a page is always in "language selector"
  - Display a quick language switcher for admin

(i'm sure some others will have ideas)

Would be very helpfull !!!!

Importance
5

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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